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Once More With Feeling…
Lethargic
Across the country, many people have
been talking about how HOT it has
been this summer. There have been
numerous heat waves in close succession, and most people have wanted
to stay inside or go somewhere with
air conditioning, to chill out. When
that was not possible, many people
have reported feeling very lethargic.
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
defines lethargy as “abnormal drowsiness” or “the quality or state of being
lazy, sluggish, or indifferent.” We’ve
probably all heard the expression “the
lazy, hazy days of summer.” So, it may
be common to feel lethargic when the
heat is oppressive.
Other factors lead to lethargy as well.
In fact, a traumatic or acquired brain
injury can result in behaviors that may
be described as lethargic, even when
the behaviors are actually a function of
slow processing speed, a lack of ability
to initiate purposeful activity, and
cognitive-communication impairments,
to name a few of the often misunderstood behaviors following brain injury.
It is important to recognize, and
remember, that such behaviors have an
organic basis and are not simply a
matter of personality or character.
Improvements in functioning certainly
can, and do, occur. A major variable in
achieving positive outcomes is the
development of a treatment plan based
on the individual’s personal interests
and goals, with realistic time frames for
achieving benchmarks. Small steps
toward the goals, with positive
reinforcement (especially praise and
reasonable rewards) provided in a
timely manner along the way, will help
to sustain one’s motivation to make
progress. For example, in the heat of

summer, putting those dozens of
disorganized family photos (which
most of us have) into a scrapbook
allows you to stay inside, but could
also include a trip to an arts and crafts
store (when the weather is not too hot)
to choose scrapbooking supplies, and to
Rita’s for water ice.
On a larger scale, this is no time to
yield to lethargy!! The complicated
economy has resulted in cost containment measures, by insurance companies and other funding sources, that
have affected the scope and availability
of services needed to assure a satisfactory quality of life for persons with
disabilities and their families. So,
while you seek air-conditioned comfort, don’t get too comfortable. Spend
time thinking of creative ways to
maximize available resources and
educate funding sources about the
essential needs of individuals with
disabilities. Action is needed to assure
public policies that are favorable to all
people. Offer your time and ideas to
organizations whose mission is to
improve the lives of persons with
disabilities and their families. Turn
that lethargy into energy!
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Update
 Welcome to our new clients—Amy,
Ben, Betsy, Jaime M., Juan, Julie,
Kyle, Marcia, and Sharon; and our
new neurorehabilitation specialist in
New Jersey—Nicole Graff, B.S.
 Congratulations to Adam, who was
featured (picture and all!) in an
article in Our Town News for his
volunteer work at Our Town Foundation in Hamburg, PA.
 Congratulations to two more of our
neurorehabilitation specialists who
recently passed the exam to become
certified brain injury specialists—
Charlise Hendrix, B.S., CBIS and
Keila Rodriguez, B.S., CBIS.
 Best wishes to Stefani Eichelberger,
M.S.W., LSW, CBIS, our client
services liaison in south central
Pennsylvania. She was formerly
Stefani Hallinger until August 25th
when she and Clark Eichelberger
got married. They had a wonderful
time on their honeymoon in
Jamaica.
 In each issue, we usually mention
some of the activities in which our
clients and staff are involved.
However, this time we wanted to
tell you what our monthly “Out and
About Groups” in Berks County and
Lancaster County did this summer.
The Berks County group met for
dinner and socialization at Hoss’s
Steak and Sea House, a train ride on
the Wanamaker, Kempton & Southern,
Inc., and a viewing of the show
“Astronaut” at the Reading Public
Museum Planetarium. The Lancaster
County group went bowling at
Leisure Lanes, had an ice cream
social and played Bingo at the
Neffsville Community Fire Hall,
and had a picnic at the Manheim
Township Community Park.
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Spotlight: Latoya Lorimer
Spotlight: Do you remember going to
another hospital after being discharged
from Robert Wood Johnson?
Latoya: Yes, I went to Children’s
Specialized Hospital [in New Brunswick,
NJ].
Spotlight:
You stayed there for
inpatient rehabilitation.
Do you
remember what kind of rehabilitation
you received there?
Latoya: No. I don’t really remember
going to any of those hospitals.

Latoya Lorimer
Spotlight:
yourself.

Tell me a little about

Latoya: My name is Latoya Lorimer
and I live in Piscataway, New Jersey
with my parents. I have a brain injury
from an accident in August 2010, and I
don’t remember much after that.
Spotlight: You said you sustained a
brain injury in August 2010. How did
you acquire your brain injury?
Latoya: I was in a car with someone
who was drinking and they didn’t drive
on the road. They thought they knew a
short-cut, but they ended up on the
train tracks, and then a freight train
was coming. The person who was
driving the car got out of the car, but I
was still in the car and I wasn’t awake.
The train hit the car. I fractured my
right arm, too. That’s all I remember.
Spotlight: After your accident, you
were taken to Robert Wood Johnson
University
Hospital
[in
New
Brunswick, NJ] where you underwent
surgery on your arm and received
acute medical care. Do you remember
anything about your rehabilitation?
Latoya:
No, I don’t remember
anything about rehabilitation at the
hospital.

Spotlight: Okay. Well, let’s fastforward then to what you remember
about therapies after you were
discharged from the hospital and came
home.
Latoya: Okay.
Spotlight:
received?

What services have you

Latoya: My father used to take me to
therapy at JFK in Edison, NJ [referring
to
JFK
Johnson
Rehabilitation
Institute’s Center for Head Injuries],
but I stopped going there because one
day I walked off. I thought I knew how
I could get home, but I didn’t.
Spotlight: It is my understanding that
there was a period of time when you
didn’t receive rehabilitation services,
but then you went to a rehabilitation
program in Pennsylvania.
Latoya: Yes, at an inpatient rehabilitation center.
Spotlight: Can you tell me a little
more about that rehabilitation center?
It was called ReMed [which has its
corporate office in Paoli, PA].
Latoya: I was there in the center every
day; I had a schedule to meet with
therapists each day.
Spotlight:
You said you had a
schedule for your therapies. Was the
schedule helpful to you?

Latoya:
Yes, I liked the whole
scheduling thing because it reminded
me…it really brought back memories
…of when I had a schedule in school,
so it was okay for me to follow
schedules and it had everything you
needed, like where, what room, and
who with. Everything was on the
schedule.
Spotlight: I understand that, among
other services, you received cognitive
rehabilitation therapy at ReMed. Then,
when you returned home, you started
receiving therapy through Community
Skills Program. How has Community
Skills Program helped with your
recovery?
Latoya: Community Skills Program
has helped a lot because it has given
me lots of things to do, and it has
shown me that there are more people
other than me who have brain injuries
and need help.
Spotlight: How has it shown you?
Latoya: (Pause) Ohhhhh…that I’m
not alone…and, when I go [during our
sessions] to volunteer at the Alliance
Center for Independence [in Edison,
NJ], there are more people other than
me.
Their disabilities are very
different, very different…some of it
really shows and sometimes holds back
people a lot more than it holds me
back. It has made me more thankful in
a way, even though I still have a brain
injury. I’m thankful that it’s not really,
really bad—that it’s not extremely bad.
Spotlight:
You said the Alliance
Center for Independence. We worked
together to locate the center, as a way
for you to develop a volunteer activity.
I provide on-site cognitive rehabilitation therapy, to help you implement
compensatory strategies
at the
volunteer site. What kinds of things do
you do there?
(continued on page 3)
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Latoya: It’s a volunteer program. It’s
a community service. I do a lot of
mailings and we help with events.
Also, being around other people
helped me realize that I am really good
at doing makeup and they know that,
so I was asked to teach a class on how
to apply makeup and make yourself
feel better while you’re looking better.
Spotlight: In order to organize your
makeup class, what did you need to do
to prepare for it?
Latoya:
I thought about makeup
overall, and what is simple to put on,
like eye shadow, and things I could
teach easily. I then thought about
what I have used at home, and then
made a list of the items I needed in
order to teach others (eye shadow,
eyeliner, mascara, foundation, lipstick). I went online to search local
stores/businesses that sold merchandise that could be used for the makeup
workshop, and then printed out the
phone numbers. Before calling stores,
I wrote out a script of questions I
needed to ask, and then I practiced a
trial conversation with my supervisor
at ACI (Salma Harris). I called several
stores for donations, and went out in
my community and asked local
businesses for donations. Kohl’s gave
us a generous donation of make-up
and makeup bags, but I still needed
more items.
Spotlight: How did you prepare to
conduct the makeup class?
Latoya: I used the Internet to find
blank faces and then faces with
different styles of makeup to give to
the people in the workshop. I put
together all of the bags with the
donations of makeup. Before the
workshop, I made a list of the steps I
needed to follow during the class, like
an agenda of what I needed to do. I
made this list when I did a trial run
with my supervisor and my cognitive
rehabilitation therapist as my pretend

students. I used the agenda I created
while I taught the class.
Spotlight: That sounds like a great
accomplishment.
Latoya: Yes, it was, because I use
makeup all the time, but I never really
took it that seriously. The Alliance
Center made me realize that it is really
important and I should embrace the
fact that I am really good at doing
makeup and could teach others.
Spotlight: Besides volunteering, what
else have you been doing since
beginning therapy with Community
Skills Program?
Latoya: Going to the gym…like two
times a week. I go there for about an
hour or two, or however long I can
stay. I also read a book with my
therapist.
Spotlight: You mentioned the gym.
When you first started going to the
gym, was there a strategy that you
used?
Latoya: When I first started going to
the gym, I thought I could just hop on
a machine and do it, and then go to the
next one. But then I realized I should
pace myself and actually work out on
the machine and give myself an
amount of time that I should stay on it.
Spotlight: Initially, when you started
going to the gym, I helped you create
something, using pictures.
Latoya: Oh yeah, I took pictures of
each machine—the ones I actually
used—and I put numbers next to them,
so I would remember which one I do
first, second and third. When I did it
that way, it was really helpful.
Spotlight: So, by using that strategy,
you became more independent at the
gym.
Latoya: Yes, I became a lot more
independent at the gym. [Note: With
the assistance of her neurorehabilitation specialist, Latoya created a
binder containing photo collages of
the 15 different exercises she performs
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at the gym. Each page contains the
name of the exercise, a picture(s) of the
exercise machine, and photos of
Latoya performing the exercise; the
pages are kept in protective sheet
covers in the binder. See page 4 for a
sample from her exercise binder.]
Spotlight: What are some challenges
that you have faced since sustaining
your brain injury?
Latoya: It’s been really challenging,
because everything was easy and
everyone had faith in me before my
injury. But, after my accident, no one
had faith in me anymore because I
have a traumatic brain injury.
Spotlight: You said nobody had faith
in you; explain what you mean.
Latoya: I mean like, before, my
parents always had faith in me because
I would do so much and I would never
slow down. My parents would say, “It
was as if you didn’t have a battery—
you would just keep running and
running, and you would never get tired
and you would just do so many things
at once and it never bothered you.”
But, since my brain injury, I just don’t
do as much at all.
Spotlight: It sounds to me that one of
the challenges you face is that you
become tired or fatigued easily.
Latoya: Yeah, I am more tired and
more fatigued. I am also more easily
bothered, and I will try to explain why
I am bothered.
Spotlight: It sounds like you become
frustrated.
Latoya:
Yes, I am very easily
frustrated now.
Spotlight: Are there strategies that you
have learned to lower your frustration?
Latoya:
Breathing…I should take
deep breaths before I get upset. I still
think about it, but I should just take
deep breaths and put it behind me and
move on, because I am still alive.
(continued on page 4)
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Spotlight: What advice would you
have for others who are recovering
from a brain injury?
Latoya: Relax, have faith, and trust
people who are genuinely trying to do
things to make you better. Even if you
don’t like what they’re saying, you
have to trust them because they have
the best in mind for you.
Spotlight: What advice would you
have for family members of a loved one
who is recovering from a brain injury?
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Latoya: If you do doubt them because
they have a brain injury, you need to
start to give them a chance. If they
prove you wrong, then you need to
have a little bit more faith. Don’t
judge them if you never gave them a
chance.
*

*

*

*

*

*

[Editor’s Note: Many people and
providers have been, and are,
supportive of Latoya’s rehabilitation
efforts. We certainly appreciate the
high quality of rehabilitation services
provided to Latoya before she was

referred to Community Skills Program.
Her parents remain committed to
supporting Latoya in making progress
toward her rehabilitation goals. The
staff at the Alliance Center for
Independence is appreciated for
providing a positive atmosphere for
Latoya to make her presentation on
improving self-esteem through paying
attention to personal appearance.
Latoya has received funding for her
rehabilitation
services
through
Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of
New Jersey and New Jersey
Manufacturers Insurance Company.]
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Creativity Expo 2012

The ninth annual Creativity Expo was held from July 14 to July 22, 2012 at the Raritan Valley Community College Student Art
Gallery in North Branch, NJ. The Creativity Expo is a non-profit event dedicated to exhibiting the creative work of people with
acquired or traumatic brain injuries. This year’s artistic displays highlighted a wide range of art and craft work, which included
photography, paintings, sculptures, jewelry making, poetry, knitting, music, and dancing. Approximately 35 artists displayed
their artwork this year. Four current clients of Community Skills Program proudly exhibited their artwork—Kirk Kaszyk,
Kathleen Mazzagatti, Steven O’Connor, and Anju Rohira. (See photos of them and their artwork below and on page 6.) If you
would like to obtain more information on this event, or to see photos from previous Expos, you can go to www.braininjuryartsnj.
com. You can also call the Expo producer, Vince Diorio, at (703) 297-7726, or e-mail him at vincentd54@msn.com.
Anju Rohira, current client of Community Skills
Program, is pictured here with the two scarves she
crocheted to display at this year’s Creativity Expo. This
is Anju’s first year of participation in the Expo, and her
family attended with her. Anju co-leads a crochet group
at the Alliance for Disabled in Action, where she goes
regularly. One of the scarves in the photo, along with
those made by her crochet group, will be donated to
Women Aware in New Brunswick, NJ, an organization
that helps women and children who are victims of
domestic abuse.

Written by Kathleen Mazzagatti (current client of
Community Skills Program) and Renee Puglisi, B.S., CTRS, CBIS
(neurorehabilitation specialist with Community Skills Program)
This was Kathleen’s first year of participation in the Creativity Expo.
With some help from her aide, Barbara Barry, CHHA, and Renee,
Kathleen purchased materials to make a fabric wreath. Kathleen chose
fabric that represented a pastel palette. She creatively named her wreath
“Lavender Secrets.” She was happy two of her three daughters attended
the Expo to see her work displayed. Kathleen is looking forward to
submitting another project for next year’s Expo.

Written by Kirk Kaszyk
(current client of Community Skills Program)
My name is Kirk Kaszyk and this is my seventh year of
participation in the Creativity Expo. In the past, I have made
models of a truck, a construction trailer, a three-wheeler ATV,
a log cabin, a house, a ship, and a doghouse. This year I made
a model of the Hunterdon Health and Wellness Center, where
I go to work out. The machines in my model are all the ones I
use at the gym. It took a year to make this project, though it
was not a hard year, at least not for me. My therapist, Phill
Brandt, who helped me with this, might disagree! I enjoyed
making the equipment. It was hard thinking of the idea to
make the gym and I don’t know what I’ll do next. If you have
any ideas, please let me know.
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A New
Therapeutic Activities Group
in Warrington, PA

Steven O’Connor has been
participating in the Creativity Expo
since it first began nine years ago.
With the assistance of Phillip Brandt,
B.A., CBIS, his neurorehabilitation
specialist with Community Skills
Program, Steven takes digital
photographs which he then edits and
frames for display at the Expo each
year. Below are two of the four
photographs Steven displayed at this
year’s Expo. The captions describing
the photos were written by Steven.

I was given an
opportunity to tour
Thomas Edison’s
Labs in West
Orange, NJ, and
it inspired me to
create this photo.
I paraphrased
Edison’s own words
in titling this photo:
“Invention is 99%
perspiration and 1%
imagination.”

This scene is from
Morristown, NJ’s
Speedwell Village
and historical paths.
Imagine how difficult
it must have been to
live when these mills
operated. This photo
evoked how hard
daily life must have
been during those
pre-Revolutionary
years. Yet, from these
primitive scenes, our
modern society arose.
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The therapeutic activities group started
in the spring of 2010 has been going
very well, so another therapeutic activities group is starting in late September
or October 2012, to give other people a
chance to participate. It will be held at
the same location, The Center for
Neuropsychology and Counseling, PC,
1243 Easton Road, Suite 203,
Warrington, PA 18976. The new group
will run from 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. and
will be co-facilitated by Dr. James J.
Stone, clinical neuropsychologist, and
Carol Bardsley, M.A., CPCRT, CBIS,
one of our neurorehabilitation specialists. Medicare and other insurance payments are accepted as well as funding by
state agencies and private pay agreements. For more information, contact
Dr. Stone at (215) 491-1119 or www.
TheCenterinWarrington.com.

Upcoming Events
 On September 29, 2012, the Brain
Injury Alliance of New Jersey, Inc.
(BIANJ) will host its annual Walk for
Thought event, to help support people
living with brain injuries. There are
two sites for the event: in northern
New Jersey at Saddle River County
Park in Paramus, NJ, and in central
New Jersey at Mercer County Park in
West Windsor, NJ. For more information, you can go to www.bianj.org or
you can call BIANJ at (732) 745-0200
or e-mail them at wft@bianj.org.
 On October 2, 2012, the Council on
Brain Injury will host its annual
David’s Drive golf tournament at
White Manor Country Club in
Malvern, PA. For more information,
call Rose Marie Dalton at (484) 5959300, extension 119, or e-mail her at
rdalton@remed.com.
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Summer Sun and Fun Day

Published Quarterly by
Community Skills Program®

by Eric J. Share, B.S., CBIS

BrainWaves is a joint project of the clients and
staff of the Community Skills Program® of
Counseling and Rehabilitation, Inc. and
Counseling and Rehabilitation of New Jersey, Inc.

(Neurorehabilitation Specialist with Community Skills Program)

Each July, individuals with brain injuries and their family
members and friends have the opportunity to attend Summer
Sun and Fun Day. Held on the beach in Ocean City, NJ, the
annual event offers barrier-free access to the beach and surf
through the use of ramps and specially-designed rolling beach
chairs for those who need them.
th

This year’s Summer Sun and Fun Day was held on July 12 and
truly lived up to its name, with lots of sun and fun for the
approximately 350 attendees (who came from Pennsylvania as
well as New Jersey). Pizza, subs (that’s what they call hoagies
at the South Jersey shore), snacks, and cold soft drinks were
available at no charge.
The event is sponsored by the Cape Atlantic Brain Injury
Support Group, which is affiliated with the Brain Injury
Alliance of New Jersey (BIANJ). The event is coordinated by
Nutan Ravani, M.S.W., LCSW, CCM and is staffed by volunteers who include family members of survivors, employees of
local programs, and staff from BIANJ. Funding for Summer
Sun and Fun Day is provided by BIANJ and by donations from
area providers. Community Skills Program has been making
donations to this event for many years. It is a wonderful event!

Editor: Sally Kneipp, Ph.D., LPC, LRC, CRC
Publication Assistant: Lisa Sechrist
BrainWaves is free of charge.
It is available by mail, e-mail, or online by accessing
our website at www.communityskillsprogram.com.
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1150 Berkshire Boulevard, Suite 245
Wyomissing, PA 19610
(610) 376-3390
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